YI Dome Camera
Your 360° Complete Coverage Smart Home System
Monitor and control your home anytime, anywhere. Experience 360° of ultimate peace of mind, 112°
wide-angle glass lens, 345° horizontal and 115° vertical rotation range for complete coverage.
Advanced night vision with up to 3 meters of viewing range.
360° Complete Coverage Smart Home System: Sporting 112° wide-angle professional grade lens, and
Bidirectional Rotation range, YI Dome Cam Records, Captures Complete Panoramic scene in HighDefinition with practically zero blindspots. Automatically returns to 'Auto-masking' mode (lens goes
under cover) for extra sense of security ensuring no recording without your permission when not in
use.
Motion Tracking, Auto-Cruise, and Bookmarks: Smart features made possible with rotation base
ensures nothing gets by. Smart Motion Tracking: advanced motion algorithms detect moving objects
and automatically tracks and captures their movement trajectory. Auto-Cruise Mode: surveys the area
360°horizontally or cruises your bookmarks, convenient for large rooms with multiple areas that need
a quick scan. 8 Bookmarks: select up to 8 locations of preferred viewing angles and return to them at
the tap of a button. Motion Tracking works in cooperation with Auto-Cruise features. Whenever
motion is detected, Dome Cam tracks and records the moving object (optionally sends a 10-second
Activity Alert) and then return to where it left off. Crystal clear Night Vision with 8 non-invasive (940nm)
IR LEDs to ensure high-definition footage in dark environments within 3-meter range.
Supercharged 2-way Audio: 2-way Audio and live video. Responsive and advanced microphone
featuring a built-in anti-noise filter reduces latency and enables a smooth conversation. Intercom
Mode: allows one party to talk and listen at a time or Hands-free Mode: both parties talk and listen
freely for maximum flexibility.
Smart. Practical. Versatile. Quick Mounting: Vertical, Wall Mount, or Ceiling. Simple and Flexible
Storage Options: Local and YI Cloud (coming soon). YI Dome Cam supports loop recordings of motion
detected or continuous videos on local storage (Class 4 and above MicroSD card sold separately). A
32GB MicroSD card can hold up to 80-hour-long video with continuous recordings.
Intuitive Navigation System and Viewing Capabilities: Experience your home in 360° anytime with
our fluid Navigation System without lifting a finger. Use the touchscreen and keep rotating until you
find just what you’re looking for. Easily and politely ‘interrupt’ Auto-Cruise or other modes when you
want to have a glance for yourself. By simply panning your mobile phone left and right, a complete
panoramic view will be displayed to optimize your viewing experience. Pan, tilt, zoom, and capture
the action from all different vantage points remotely with our intuitive phone app and gyroscope
support.
Integrated App for all YI Home Cameras: Monitor and control YI Dome Camera along with your other
YI Home Cameras in one convenient app. Experience a user-friendly, yet powerful and intuitive user
interface to customize your settings according to your preferences: Activity Alerts, Auto-Cruise,
Bookmarks, Camera Sharing, Customize Schedules, and more. Supports connectivity to a large number
of devices with the same app/account for maximum convenience. Available on iOS and Android.

YI Dome Camera Tech Specs:
 PTZ Control Pan/Tilt/Zoom
 Motion Tracking: Auto Capture 10-seconds Activity Alerts
 Dual Mode 2-way Audio: Intercom/Hand free Audio
 720p HD 112° Wide-angle
 Crystal Clear Night Vision: 8 Non-invasive (940 mm) Infrared Beads
 Flexible Storage Options Micro SD card, YI Cloud (available soon)
 Dimensions: 110 x 64 x 93
 Weight: 230 g (Net Weight)
YI Dome Camera: Coming soon on Amazon.co.uk for shipping in Europe.
http://www.yitechnology.com/homecamera/yut/id/6.html
About YI Technology:
YI Technology is a leading, international provider of advanced, intelligent imaging technologies,
products, services and platforms. Our development team consists of the industry-leading experts from
US, China, Japan and Israel with hundreds of person-years of experience in imaging technology,
algorithms, data analysis and mobile applications. We are committed to using innovative technology
to make everyday life safer, richer and more fun. For more information visit www.yitechnology.com.
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